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Formula for equilateral triangle height

Equivalence is redirected here. For other uses, see Ambient (ambiguity). Equilateral triangle Type regular polygon squishy and apex 3 Schlafly symbol{3}Coxeter diagram Symmetry groupD3Area 3 a 2 {\sqrt{3}} {4}} a^} {2}} internal angle (degrees) 60 ° geometry, the melee triangle is all a triangle having
the same length. In the familiar Euclida shape, the fuselage triangle is equal; In other words, all three inner angles match each other, each of which is 60°. It is also referred to as a normal triangle because it is a normal polygon. The attribution equivalent triangle. It has the same side (= b =c=\display style
a=b=c}), equal angle (α = β = γ {\display style \alpha =\beta=\gamma}) and equal altitude (h a = h=h=h=h=h=display style h_{\display style h_{a=h_{h_=h_}}}. The common length of the side of the dorsal triangle can be marked with {\displaystyle a} and can be determined using the Pythagorean cleanup:
the area is A = 3 a =4 a {\\sqrt style A=\\sqrt {3} {4}}{2}}, and the circumference is p ={displaystyle p=3a!}} The radius of the circumcision is R = 3 {\display style R=\\\frac {a{\sqrt {3}}} the radius of the engraved circle is r = 3 6 {\\display style r=\\frac {\sqrt{3} {6}} or r =R =R =R =R =R =R =R =2 {displaystyle
r=\\frac {R}{2}} The geometric center of the triangle is h = 3 2 {\\display style h=\\frac {\sqrt{3} {2}} circumcision circle with R representing the radius on which side the altitude (height) is h=\\\sqrt {3} {2}}} The area of the triangle is A = 3 4 R 2 {\display style \mathrm {A} ={\frac {3{sqrt {3}}{4}}R^{2}} simple



relationship for the altitude (h) of each vertex on the opposite side: area a = h 2 {\display style A={{{frac {h^{2}}}{they=sqrt {3}} center height or apo, on each side h 3 {\\display style {\\frac {h} {3}} The radius of the circle with three vertices at all is R = 2 h 3 {\display style R=\\frac {2h {3}}} the radius of the
engraved circle is r = h = h {\display style r{{3}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}} , angle bins, vertical bins, and the medians of each side match. Feature A triangle ABC side a, b, c, cemidras, zone T,
exradii ra, rb, rc (respectively tangents, b, c) and R and r, respectively, if the radius of the circumference and circle, then only one of the nine categories of statements is equal. Therefore, knowing that these are unique properties to equivalence triangles, and that one of them is true directly means that we
have an equivalent triangle. Side = b = c =\display style a =b=c} 1 a + 1 b+ 1 c = 25 R - 2 r 2 r{\display style \\frac {1}{a}a}&amp;\\\\\\frac {1}{b}\\{{1}{frac\ [1] Semidres = 2 R + (3 3 - 4) r (Blounden) {\Display Style \Display Style s=2R+ (3{sqrt {3}}-4)r\quad {\\text{[}}}}}}} [2] [3 r 2 + 12 r]\display style {2}=3rr +3
{2}rr+3_ s 2 = 3 T {\display style {3}}{2}=3{\\sqrt{3}}T} [4] s = 3 r {display style \display style s=3\\sqrt {3}}r} s= 3 2 R \\display style \display style \display style s=fra\\\sqrt {3}} {2}}}}}[1]}[1] = ≤Display Style \Display Style \Display Style A=B=C=60^\\circ}= Course  A + cos  B + Course  C = 3 2 {\display style
\cos \a}+\cos {A}\cos {A}\cos{A}\cos{}=\frac {3}{2}}} Sin  A 2 sin   B= 2 {\display style \display style \{2}}\sin {\frac {{2}}\sin {\frac {{2}}{2}}\\frac {}}}}{\frac {1}{8}}} [5] area T = 2 + b 2 + c 2 4 3 {display style display display Style T=
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{a {2}^+b+{2} c+{2} c 4{\sqrt {3}}}}}}}} ({2}{3} {4} {3} We and exradii R = 2 r (Chapple-Euler) {\display style
\display style R=2r\quad {\text{(Chapple-Euler)}} [7] 9 R 2 = 2 + b 2 + c 2 {\display style \display style 9R^{2}={2}+b^{2} {2} c^}[7 r] r= r= r= r= + r b+r c 9 {\display style \display style \display style \display style r={\frac {r_{a}+r_{b}+r_{{9}} [5] r a = r b = r= r c {display style \display style r_ {a}=r_ {r_{r_}c}
cevians cevians cevians match three kinds of match , [8] For three heights, they will have the same length. The three medians have the same length. The length of the three angle dysto5sectors is the same. All triangle centers of the matching triangle center isometric triangle match the center, which
means that the isometric triangle is the only triangle that does not have a european line connecting part of the center. For some pairs of triangle centers, the fact that they match is enough to make sure that the triangles are equal. In particular, the triangle is equal if the two match the two, the center,
center, or or formal center match. [9] :p.37 It is also equal if its circumference matches the Nagel point or if its center matches the 9-point center. [7] The six triangles formed by the median are split into six smaller triangles, for all triangles, and three central separators. Triangles are the same as in the
same case only if three of the smaller triangles have the same circumference or the same radius. [10]: The triangle is equal only if the circumference of the cleanup 1 small triangle has the same distance from the center. [10]: The Corollary 7-point triangle of the airplane is for all points P of the plane,
Distance p, q, and at its apex, along with street x, y, and z, if equivalent,[11]:p.178,#235.4 (p 2+ q 2+ r 2) 2 ≥) {2 x 2) {\display style 4 (p^{2}+q^{2}+{2}^{2})\geq x {2}^+y^{2}^{2}.} The theory is visually cleared of the non-visual evidence of the non-visual. The closest distance from the P point to the side of
the equivalent ABC is displayed. 2. Line DE, FG and HI parallel AB, BC and CA each define smaller triangles PHE, PFI and PDG. 3. These triangles are equal, so you can rotate the altitude vertically. 4. Because PGCH is parallel, the triangle PHE can slide to show that the altitude is summed up with that
of the triangle ABC. Molly's tri-sector cleanup specifies that in any triangle, the three points at the intersection of the adjacent angle triangular section form an equal triangle. Napoleon's theorem stipulates that if the back triangle is built on the side of all triangles, all outside, or on all the insides, the center
of the equivalent triangle itself forms an equal triangle. The version of hibermno inequality for triangles specifies that the triangle of the largest area is equal among all people with a given circumference. [12] Biani's theorem is for the inner point P of the equivalent triangle with distance d, e, and F side and
f at altitude h, d + e + f = h, {\display style d +e +f = h,} P.[13] Pompeii's theorem location, if p is not in the perimeter, but if not in the perimeter, there is a triangle on the side of the PA. In other words, PA, PB and PC let the sum of the two meet the triangle inequality greater than the third. If P is around, the
sum of the two small things is the longest, and if the triangle degenerates into a line, this is called van Shouten's cleanup. Inequality of euler by other properties, the isometric triangle has r/r with the smallest percentage of circumference in the radius of all triangles: r / r = 2. [14]:p.198 The triangle of the
largest realm of all persons engraved on a given circle is even; And the triangle of the smallest realm of all secluded things around a given circle is even. [15] The ratio of the mobilization area to the area of the copper film triangle is greater than the non-equivalency triangle, π 3 {\\frac{\\sqrt{3}}} in the
display style.\\sqrtt {3}}. [16]: The ratio of the area to the square around the cleanup 4.1 isometric triangle, 1 12 3, {\display style {\frac {1}{12{\sqrt{3}}} is larger than other triangles. [12] When the segment divides the equivalence triangle into two areas, such as the same circumference and A1 and A2
region[11], :p.151,#J26 7 9 ≤ A 1 A 2 ≤ 9 7. {\display style {\frac {7}{9}}\leq {\ch}{A_{1}}{A_{2}}\\leq {\frac {9}{7}}} If the triangle is placed on a complex plane with complex vertices z1, z2 and z3, then the triangle of the non-threaded root ω {\displaystyle \≤omega is [17]: Lemma 2 z 1 + z 2 + 2 ω 2 z= 0 days.
{\display style z_{1}+\omega z_{2}+\\omega ^{2}z_{3}=0.} Given the point P in the interior of the equivalent triangle, the ratio of the sum of the distance from the apex to the sum of the distance in the side is larger Or equal hold 2 when P is centered. The other triangle does not have a point that is as small
as 2. [18] This is the inequality of Erdogan-Mordel. Barrow's stronger transformation is barrow's inequality, with distances from P to P ∠ the distance to the point where APB, ∠BPC, and ∠CPA cross the side (A, B, and C are the apex). For all points P in the plane, the distance from apex A, B and C p, q
and t, [19] 3 (p 4+ q 4 + 4 + 4+ a 4) = (p 2 + q 2 + t 2 + 2 + a 2) 2 . {\Display Style \Display Style 3 (p^{4}+q^{4}+t^{4}+a^{4}) = (p^{2}+q^q^{2}+t^{2}+a^{2}).{2}.} For all point P in the plane, the distance p, q, And t, [20] p 2+ q 2 + t 2 = 3 (R 2 + L 2) {\display style \{2}+q^{2}^t^{2}=3 (R^{2}+L^{2})} and p 4+ q+
4+ t= 3 [R 2 + {2} {2} {2} L^2] + 2 R 2 L 2] [ 2] [display {4} {4} style \display style \display style display style {2} {2} {2} {2} {2}.{2}.{2}.{4} {4} {2}.{2} R {2}^ (R +{2}+2) {4} [} The distance r between the center of the back triangle and point P with a secluded radius and L. For all the points P in the engraved circle
of the dorsal triangle, the distance from the apex p, q and t, [21] 4 (p 2+ q 2+t) = 5 2 {\display style \display style \display style \display style \display style 4 (p{2}+q^{2}+t {2}^{2}) and 16 (4 p+4= = 4] 4] 4] 4] {\display style \display style 16 (p^{4}+q^{4}+t^{4})=11a^{4} {4} With distances p, q and t, [13] p = q+
t {\display style\display style p =q+t} and q 2+ q+ t 2 = 2; {\display style \display style q^{2}+qt+t^{2}=a^{2};} Furthermore, when the point D of the BC side divides the PA into segment PD and DA having a DA with length z and PD length y, Then [13]:172 z = t 2+ t q+ q+ q 2 t+ q, {\display style z={\frac
{t^{2}+tq+q^{2}}{t+q},} also t 3 - q 3 t 2 q- 2 {\\\tfrac t {3}^q^≠ {2} {2} {3}}} and 1 q+ 1 t=1 , {\display style {\frac {1}{q}+{\frac {1}{t}}{\\\frac {1}{y}} There are numerous triangular inequalities that maintain equality only if the triangle is equal. [22] The isometric triangle is the only acute triangle similar to its star
triangle (with a vertex at a high foot) (the corneal triangle is the only obtuse one). [23]:p. 19 General tetrahedron is made of four backer triangles. Isometric triangles are found in many other geometric structures. The intersection of the circle The radius width is separated by the same circular arch. They
form a plain and uniform polyhedra face. Three of the five platonic solids consist of equivalent triangles. In particular, the general tetrahedron has four equivalent triangles for the face and can be considered a three-dimensional analog of the shape. Planes can be tiled using a field triangle that gives
triangular tiling. Since the geometry of the geometric structure is a triangular 3 Fermat prime, such as a construction compass and a straight line, it is easily configured using a straight line and compass. Drawing a straight line and placing the compass's point at one end of the line and swinging the arc
from that point to the other point of the line segment. Repeat with the other side of the line. Finally, an alternative way to connect the two arcs to each end of the line segment is to draw a circle with radius r, place the compass's point on the circle, and draw another circle with the same radius. The two
circles intersect by two points. You can move one of the two centers and intersections of the circle to form an isometric triangle. Both methods are by-products of the formation of besika fish. The evidence that the resulting picture is an equal triangle is the first suggestion in Book I of euclid elements.
Derived area formula A = 3 4 2 {\display style A={\frac {\sqrt {3}} {4}}a^{2}} pythagorean theorem in terms of side length or can be derived directly using a triangular. Using pythagorean theorem, the area of the triangle is half of the h in height on one side: A = 1 2 h. {\display style A=\\frac {1}{2}}ah.} The
equivalent triangle with the sides of 2 has a height of √3 because 60° sin is √3/2. The legs of the right triangle formed by the altitude of the isometric triangle is half of the base a, and the hypotension is the side of the side triangle. The height of the equivalent triangle can be found using pythagorean
cleanup (2) 2 + h 2 = 2 {\display style\ left ({\frac {a}{2}}\right).^{2}+h^{2}=a^{2}} h = 3 2a. {\display style h=\\\frac {\sqrt {3}}{2}}a.} Replacing h with area formula (1/2) ah provides an area formula for the surrounding triangle: A = 3 4 a 2. {\display style A=\\frac {\sqrt{3}}{4}}a^{2}.} Using a triangular system
using a triangular system, the region and the angle between the triangle with both a and b is A = 1 2 b sin  C. {\display style A=\\frac {1}{2}}ab\sin C.} Since each angle of the isometric triangle is 60°, a = 1 2 b sin  60 ≤. {\display style A={\frac {1}{2}}ab\sin 60^\\circ}} 60° sin 3 2 {\\tfrac {\\sqrt{3} {2}}. So A = 1
2 b × 3 = 3 4 b = 3 4 b = 3 a 2 {\\frac {1}{2}}ab\time {\frac {\\sqrt{3}}{2}}{\frac {\\sqrt {3}{}{3}}}{3} {4} {3}}} }}}{frac{sqrt}}}}}{sqrt Because all sides of the equivalent triangle are the same. In culture and society, equivalence triangles have often appeared in man-made structures: shapes arise from modern
architecture, such as the cross-section of gateway arches. [24] The flag and the Herald's app include the flag of Nicaragua and the flag of the Philippines. [26] The shape of various road signs, including yield symbols. [27] See almost equivalent Heronian triangle isosail triangle aortic plot reference ^
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